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A LEOPOLDT-TYPE RESULT FOR RINGS 
OF INTEGERS OF CYCLOTOMIC EXTENSIONS 

W. BLEY 

ABSTRACT. Let p be a prime number and let m, r denote positive integers with 
r > 1 if/? > 3 (resp. r > 2 if p = 2) and m > 1. We put M = Qfy), N = Q^m) and 
T = Gd\{NIM). Then the associated order of N/M is the unique maximal order M in 
the group ring MT and 0# is a free, rank one module over fM. A generator of 0# over 
#f is explicitly given. 

1. Introduction and statement of results. Let N denote a finite abelian extension 
of a number field M and let T denote the Galois group Ga\(N/M). For any number field E 
we denote the ring of integers by OE. Defining the associated order ^LN/M of the extension 
N/Mby 

&N/M = {A G MT | 0NX Ç ON}, 

p/v can by viewed as a module over the order % / ^ . 
More than 30 years ago Leopoldt [7] described the Galois module structure of 0/v 

when M is the field of rational numbers Q. He explicitly determined the associated order 
Ĵ v iQ for any absolutely abelian number field N and exhibited an element 6 G ON such 
that ON = O^N/Q-

Some years later Jacobinski [5] generalized the result of Leopoldt for relative abelian 
extensions N/M which are almost maximally ramified and satisfy the further assumption 
that every prime ideal <B of OM that ramifies wildly in N/M is absolutely unramified in 
M/Q. 

Further explicit results in the relative case have been obtained by Cassou-Noguès, 
Chan, Schertz, Srivastav and Taylor ([1], [2], [8], [9], [10]) in the case of certain ray 
class extensions of an imaginary quadratic number field. 

The aim of this paper is to establish some Leopoldt-type results when N/M is an 
extension of cyclotomic fields. For any k G N we choose a primitive k-th root of unity C^ 
such that for all k,l £N with k\ l:Q - (&. Let/7 be a prime number and let m, r denote 
positive integers with r > 1 ifp > 3 (resp. r > 2 ifp - 2) and m > 1. We set 

M=Q(Çf), N=Q(Cpr+m), r = Gix\(N/M), 

and we denote the unique maximal order of MT by M. Then the main result of this paper 
reads as follows: 
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THEOREM 1.1. The associated order ^N/M is equal to the maximal order M and 0/v 
is a free, rank one M-module. A generator is explicitly given by (17). 

REMARK. The case r = 0 (resp. r = 0,1 if p = 2) is completely answered by 
Leopoldt's theorem. 

Based on Theorem 1.1 and the preceding remark we find for the general composite 
case: 

COROLLARY 1.2. Letf*,f denote positive integers with f* \f We put N = Q(Q) and 
M = Q(Q*). Then 0^ is a free, rank one 2LNiM-module. 

REMARK. Corollary 1.2 generalizes Theorem I, 4.1 of [1], which treats the case 
where N/M is a Kummer extension. 

We also obtain a result of this kind for some intermediate fields. 

COROLLARY 1.3. Letf*,f denote positive integers with f* \f We put M = Q{(j*\ Let 
N be an extension ofM, which is abelian over Q with conductorf. Suppose that either f 
is odd or A \f*. Then ON is a free, rank one ft.NiM-module. 

In Section 2 we briefly recall some well-known facts about maximal orders in group 
algebras MF, where M is a number field and F a finite abelian group. Section 3 contains 
the proof of Theorem 1.1 and its corollaries. 

It must be pointed out that part of Theorem 1.1 and also Corollary 1.2 have already 
appeared in the Crelle Journal published by Shih-Ping Chan and Chong-Hai Lim [3]. 
Whereas their proof is of purely computational nature, our approach uses more structural 
methods. For the proof of Theorem 1.1 we first show that the associated order ftNiM 

is equal to the unique maximal order <M. As a maximal order M decomposes naturally 
into a direct sum of Dedekind domains. According to this decomposition the ^-lattice 
ON decomposes into a direct sum of lattices over these Dedekind domains. Therefore it 
suffices to construct a generator in each of these components. 

2. Lattices over maximal orders. We let M denote a number field and T a finite 
abelian group with f its group of abelian characters. For each character \ G f we denote 
the field extension of M generated by the set {xOO | 7 G T} by M(\). We then define 
the division of \ by 

[ x ] : = { x g l s e G a l ( M ( X ) / M ) } . 

We therefore have divided T into equivalence classes and this obviously does not depend 
on the choice of \ in each class. We now extend the action of a character \ E F on F by 
linearity to the group algebra MF and fix an algebra isomorphism 

0:A/T—+IIMX), 
[x] 

A — (xW)w, 

where the direct product is taken over all divisions of f. Of course this isomorphism 
depends on the choice of the character x within a fixed division. 
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For each character ip of Y we define an idempotent e^ by 

(i) ^4E^ _ I 

I1 I ier 

and for each division [x] off we then define the idempotent e[x] of MY by 
(2) eix] = E e0-

Mx] 

Let now fTtf denote the maximal 0A/-order in MY. Then we have the decomposition 

(3) ^ = 0*fe[x], 
[x] 

where each component naturally identifies with 0M{X) via the isomorphism O. 

Any ^-lattice X may be decomposed into a direct sum 

[x] 

where each component is a lattice over #fe[X] ~ Qi/(X>. The structure of each lattice Xe^ 
is uniquely determined by its rank and Steinitz invariant ([4], Theorem 13). 

In order to determine the Steinitz invariant c(Xe[xy) we have to choose a free Me^y 
lattice F[x] in the M(x)-vector space spanned by Xe[x]. Then the Steinitz class c(Xe[x]) 
of any fftfe[x]-lattice Xe[x] is the element of the ideal class group C\(OM(X)) generated by 
the ideal [F[x] : Xe[x]]oM{x). Herein [ : ]oM{x) denotes the 0A/(x)-module index as defined for 
any two 0A/(x)-lattices spanning the same M(x)-vector space. 

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 and the corollaries. For the proof of Theorem 1.1 we 
may throughout assume that m > r, because the Kummer case m < r is already treated 
by Theorem I, 4.1 of [1]. 

The Galois group T ofN/M is cyclic of order pm. We let a denote a generator of T. 
Then the character \ G Y defined by x(o") = (&» is a generator of Y. Our first aim is to 
find explicitly the decomposition (3) of the maximal order 94.. 

LEMMA 3.1. (i) There are exactly pr characters i/; £ Y such that M(I/J) = M, namely 

**"", 7 = o , . . . , / - l . 

(ii) Let 0 < i < m — r. Then all equivalence classes of characters of order pm~l are 
given by 

[X*1], y= 1 , . . . , / / - ! , ( / , />)= 1. 
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PROOF, (i) is immediate from the definitions. Let 0 < i < m — r. Any character 
îp G T of order pm~l is of the form \JP\ 1 <j < Z?™-', (/,/?) = 1. Hence there are exactly 
(f(pm~~l) characters of order pm~l, where ip denotes the Euler function. 

We have M(X/J) = Q((^yn-i), which is of degree pm~l-r over M. Moreover there is a 
bijection 
(4) a: Z/pP-'-'Z —> Gal(M(^)/A/) 

given by 

y.-.- y - , ? v t z,. 

Let now jj\ denote integers such that 0 < j,j\ < pr and (/,/?) = (j\,p) - 1. From 
^Mi+pV) _ ŷ,/?' w e immediately deduce/ -j\. Therefore the divisions [\JP'] are mutually 
disjoint for 0 <j < pr, (/,/?) = 1, and we easily find 

# ( y [x^]) = ̂ (pr)-pw-/-
7=1 

which coincides with the total number of characters of order pm~l. • 

In other words Lemma 3.1 says that the equivalence classes off are given by [\jp ' ] , 

i = 0 , . . . , m — r, 

(5) y = 0 , . . . , / / " - 1, if/ = ra-r, 

7 = 1 , . . . , / - 1, (/,/>) = 1 , if 0 < / < m - r. 

For / = 0 , . . . , m we denote by Yt the subgroup of Y of order/?w~' generated by o^. 

LEMMA 3.2. The elements 

P 7erw_,_,-

ybrm 0 complete system of primitive, orthogonal idempotents. (Here the enumeration is 
taken as in (5).) 

PROOF. For any division [xJP] we have to calculate 

(6) J2 e^ 

Using (1), (2) and (4) we can easily evaluate (6): 

V-etx̂ ] <y=0 P Ter 

_1 _ ^ _ - ' 

76f V ;/=0 7 
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Now the result is immediate from 

1TW»'-'0, ,f1*r" 
;/=0 p?»-'-', ifl £Tm+r. 

We now fix an isomorphism 

3>:MT—>UM(XJpi) 

by 

®(A) = (x^CA)),v, A GMT. 

The extension M(xy '̂ ) is exactly the/?m-I-th cyclotomic field ÔC^-O a nd it is well-known 
that 

Taking into account that 

(7) O(aA^) = ( 0 , . . . , 0 , ^ _ „ 0 , . . . , 0 ) , * = 0 , . . . , / y " - l , 

we have shown: 

PROPOSITION 3.3. CM is generated over the integral group ring OA/T by adjoining the 
idempotents ey, where ij ranges over the set of indices described in (5). 

Next we prove that the maximal order <M is equal to the associated order !ANjM. To 
that end it suffices to show 

(8) 0Netj C 0N. 

Since \JP' is trivial on rm_,- the idempotent ey can be written in the form 

(9) 
KP içr^r-i/T^i ' yP ter*.,- y 

We are therefore led to consider the tower of extensions N/Lj/Kt with 

Li = Fix(rm_/) = Q^r-i), 

^ = Fix(rw_/_r) = e(Cp.-0. 

We now prove 
(i) ±TrN/Li(0N) = 0Li, 

(ii) 0LiEij Ç OLI9 
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which immediately implies (8). 
We note that in any intermediate field F of N/Mthe rational prime p is totally ramified. 

Let <PF denote the unique prime ideal of Of above/?. 
Returning to the proof of (i) we remark that the different DNjL. of the extension N/Lj 

is given by 
DN,L=p'0N = ^ \ 

An obvious calculation using the definition of the inverse different D~\L shows 

TTN/L.(ON) -plOir This establishes (i). 
The extension Lt/Ki is a cyclic extension of degree pr and, since r < m — /, it is 

in fact a Kummer extension. The element Ey is a primitive idempotent of the algebra 
KGa\(Li/Ki). In order to prove (ii) we therefore can proceed in exactly the same way as 
in the proof of Theorem I, 4.1 of [1]. Nevertheless we give the proof since we will later 
explicitly need some of its calculations. 

Since Li/Ki is a Kummer extension, we have an isomorphism 

a: Z/prZ > rw_ r_//rw_/, 

g i v e n b y # ^ , = ^ * f o r i , G Z . 

Let i/o be the inverse image of o^ r '. Then we have (v$,p) = 1 and 

We shall show that 

(10) 0LiEij = OK&r-i, 

where k' is uniquely determined by v§k' = j (mod pr) and 0 < k' < pr — 1. For 
0 < k < pr — 1 we get 

£~*v = irr E ^>(-o))c?l-f "™* 
1 pr-\ 

( 1 p r - l \ 

pr z , v ) v+< 
From 

±_Py fU-h'o) = I ^ i f k l /o =j (modp r\ 
pr jhb ^ I 0, otherwise. 

we deduce (10). 
Combining (i) and ( 10) we have shown 

(11) 0Neij = 0KiC^r-i, 

where k' is uniquely determined by k'vo =j (mod pr) and 0 < k' < pr — 1. 
So we deduce: 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. % / M = U. 

We now consider the decompositions 

ON = 0 0Neij, 

where ij range over the set of indices in (5). 
We put 

Oi 
1 — Cprn+r 

for i = 0 , . . . , m — r. We shall prove 

(12) (bey = 0r Mey. 

In particular this implies that all the Steinitz invariants c(0Netj) are trivial. We even have 
a generator of 0# over M, which is given by 

(13) 0 = £0/««,-. 

Now we come to the proof of (12). The inclusion CV̂ ,y 2 OitMey is trivial. We note that 

This, together with (9), implies that 

(15) fag = £.,-„ 

where k' is uniquely determined by &Vo = j (mod pr) and 0 < h' < pr — 1. Since 
7e,y G fftf e,y for all 7 £ T we deduce that 

(16) (Ê+r-i)1 G ft-fW^- for all 7 G T. 

Now (11) and (16) immediately imply 0Netj Ç OiMey. From (13) and (15) (resp. Theo
rem I, 4.1 of [1]) we get the explicit representation 

(17) 0 = £ C i 
i J 

y"H r-il 

where ij range over the set of indices in (5) if m > r (resp. / = 0,y = 0 , . . . ,ff — 1, if 
m < r). 

This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 

PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.2. Based on Theorem 1.1 and Leopoldt's result in the case 
r - 0 (resp. r - 0,1 for/? = 2) the proof of Corollary 1.2 can be achieved in exactly the 
same way as the proof of Theorem 2.12, Chapter XI of [1]. See also [3]. 
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PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.3. Since the natural number/ is minimal subject to the 
condition N Ç Q{Q), we may prove that under the assumptions of Corollary 1.3 the 
extension Q(Q)/N is at most tamely ramified (see e.g. [5], p. 157). 

We put T = Gal(g(£)/M) and T\ = Gal(g(£)/Af). Then the canonical projection 

<p:r — r / r , 

induces a surjective algebra homomorphism 

<p:AtT—>M(T/rx). 

By Corollary 1.2 there exists an element 9 G Q(Q) such that 

Since the extension Q((/)/N is at most tamely ramified, we get by taking traces 

ON = ^Q(Q)/N(°) • ^(%^/A/)-

This establishes the proof of Corollary 1.3. 
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